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Quotes From the Younger Generation about Bengali Culture 

These quotes are taken directly from the response made by kids in response to being 

asked “What does being Bengali mean to you?” 

"“Being Bengali means so much to me because I have another culture and 

am able to speak another language. I get friends outside of my school, and I meet 

new people at Puja every year. It's really cool being both an Indian and an Ameri-

can!" ~Arin Sasmal 

"“The best part about being Bengali is going to parties and hanging out with 

friends."  ~ Tia Desarkar 

"I really love this community because it truly feels like home to me. Here, 

everyone speaks the same language, and no one feels different. I have lived most of 

my life in Kolkata, and I'm really looking forward to Puja this year! I heard it's very 

entertaining." ~Rishouv Ghosh 

"“I like having friends who speak the same language as me because then no 

one can interrupt when we are talking."  ~Shounok Ghosh 

"Being Bengali means that we are awesome! I love having pujas, and I am 

proud to be a Bengali." ~Ashmita (Tinni) Deb 

"It's nice having a totally different lifestyle where we get to wear awesome 

clothes and go to Puja."  ~Swarna (Sony) Das 
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Dear All, 

There is no denying that being Bengalis living in America is certainly dif-
ferent from Bengalis living in India. For us, Pujo is just a one weekend 
long oasis crammed in the middle of our busy lifestyle while back in India 
it is an auspicious holiday—a time where life is put on hold in honor of the 
goddess of strength and purification, Ma Durga. There are a plethora of 
differences to be seen when comparing our BASC family here and our loved 
ones back in India. But does this make us any less than them? No it does 
not. It just makes us unique. 

This year, I have had the honor of being editor in chief of a magazine that 
recognizes all the beautiful and diverse art seen here in our very own com-
munity. Even though our Pujo here may not be exactly like the traditional 
ones many of us have grown up with back in India, it is a celebration that 
links us to our heritage and national identity. 

Being part of our extraordinarily close-knit community here in Southern 
California has been a huge blessing. I know that everyone here is support-
ive and caring and it is because of all of you that Pujo is always full of good 
memories and happiness. No matter how big the generation gap, Pujo is a 
time to look forward to—for us here and in India. 

I have had a wonderful time working with this year’s hard working editori-
al staff (Titas, Rupsha, Raima, Sujata, Mimi, Aurnov, Roddur, Shreya, 
Roop, and Bakul) ; without them this publication surely would not have 
been possible. Also, I would like to give a huge thanks to Apu Kaku and 
Shukla Mashi for helping us through this whole process. 

Thank you to all of you here for coming to Pujo and keeping this beautiful 
tradition going and never letting us forget our culture. Let us all celebrate 
Ma Durga during this auspicious holiday. I truly appreciate those of you 
that submitted your work to us and have enriched our annual Ankur publi-
cation. It is because of you, our past dadas, didis, mashis, and meshos, and 
our wonderful committee that BASC is still going strong and our yearly 
tradition is still alive. I hope this year is full of happiness, love, health, and 
celebration. May this year’s Pujo 
be the best one yet! 

 

Subho Bijoya, 

 

Adrija (Neela) Chakrabarty 

 

Editor-in-Chief 
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The Price of BeautyThe Price of BeautyThe Price of BeautyThe Price of Beauty    

Sohini HalderSohini HalderSohini HalderSohini Halder    

Age 14Age 14Age 14Age 14    

My mother always said, 
“Nothing in life is free.” 
And with these five words 

I used to agree 
Until, 

I saw a blind man tell his daughter she was 
Beautiful. 

 
I checked the price of every item 

Before I brought it home. 
Made sure of good condition 
Before I scanned the barcode 

Until, 
I saw a little girl play with a broken doll she thought was 

Beautiful. 
 

I ate every meal wishing instead 
For a five-star dinner. 
Spent every afternoon 

Wishing I was just a bit thinner 
Until, 

I saw a weak old beggar give his scraps to the birds. 
Beautiful. 

 
And if I had a penny 

For every Beautiful thing in this world, 
I would be sitting upon 
Stacks of money and gold. 

 
Perhaps that is what makes Beauty so special. 

It is elusive. 
It is rare. 

And yet everywhere. 
 

My mother always said, 
“Nothing in life is free.” 

But through life I have learned 
You cannot put a price on Beauty. 
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Journey Through the Country SideJourney Through the Country SideJourney Through the Country SideJourney Through the Country Side    

Aurnov ChattopadhyayAurnov ChattopadhyayAurnov ChattopadhyayAurnov Chattopadhyay    

Age 14Age 14Age 14Age 14    

The clinking sounds of the train wheels brushing over the tracks, 

Is like the pulse of the beating heart of the moving train. 

The wind gushes through the slightly rusted metal bars, 

The clouds are heavy and drift indolently, 

Their weight too great a burden for them to move forward, 

So they let go and release their long stored rain. 

 

The sprinkle of rainfall upon the metal bars, 

Drips through the spaces and sprays my face, 

Reluctantly I pull down the transparent glass window, 

I stare out into the seemingly endless green horizon, 

At the reflections of the gray clouds upon rice paddies, 

At the patches of towering Eucalyptus trees whose bark is eroding. 

 

Small clumps of huts with thatched roves, 

Connected by narrow dirt paths, 

These are the villages of Bengal’s country, 

These black soiled farms irrigated by rivers, 

They are the very source of livelihood, 

Of countless farmers who appear from the train, 

To be mixed within the soil. 

 

In that split second, I pondered, 

What are we without our earth? 
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In Memoriam In Memoriam In Memoriam In Memoriam     

Roddur Dasgupta Roddur Dasgupta Roddur Dasgupta Roddur Dasgupta     

Age 13Age 13Age 13Age 13    

Happy FaceHappy FaceHappy FaceHappy Face    

Roop GuptaRoop GuptaRoop GuptaRoop Gupta    

Age 12Age 12Age 12Age 12    

NatarajNatarajNatarajNataraj    

Rishi HalderRishi HalderRishi HalderRishi Halder    

Age 8Age 8Age 8Age 8    
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Durga PujaDurga PujaDurga PujaDurga Puja    

Adi ChattopadhyayAdi ChattopadhyayAdi ChattopadhyayAdi Chattopadhyay    

Age 8Age 8Age 8Age 8    

Durga pujo is a time to pray to Durga thakur. 

Durga pujo is when you stay late to watch programs. 

Durga pujo is when everyone in BASC comes together to celebrate good 
over evil. 

Durga pujo is when you get up early in the morning to do Anjali 

Durga pujo is 3 days long. 

Durga pujo is when you wear Indian clothing all three days. 

Durga pujo is having fun with friends and hanging out in the court-
yard. 

Blue Ocean Floor 

Bakul Banerjee  

Age 14 
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Why do we pick on people? 
We all know it is wrong. 

We all know people are unique, 
Individual. 

  
Why is there violence? 

We all know it brings sorrow. 
Can’t we accept we are different? 

We say it all the time; I am who I am. 
  

Why do religions hate? 
When our supreme beings preach love and equality? 

If our five fingers can differ, 
Why not our beliefs? 

  
Why is there poverty? 

Maybe because those with authority misuse it, 
Make others change their views and leave them with nothing, 

In the end. It’s just an opinion. People don’t agree. 
  

Whether it’s at school, 
Or a corrupt government halfway around the world, 

Intolerance is abundant. 
Because of diversity. 

  
But is diversity bad? 

No, not at all. 
It is what makes the world so colorful, 

And people original. 
  

But with all good comes the evil twin, 
Diversity the good, Intolerance the sister. 

No matter what, they will coexist. 

Because of Diversity Because of Diversity Because of Diversity Because of Diversity     

Neela ChakrabartyNeela ChakrabartyNeela ChakrabartyNeela Chakrabarty    

Age 15Age 15Age 15Age 15    
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Ramgorur Ramgorur Ramgorur Ramgorur     

Picture by Mohuli Roy Ganguly (Age 7) Picture by Mohuli Roy Ganguly (Age 7) Picture by Mohuli Roy Ganguly (Age 7) Picture by Mohuli Roy Ganguly (Age 7)     

Translation by  Mohona Roy Ganguly (Age 10)Translation by  Mohona Roy Ganguly (Age 10)Translation by  Mohona Roy Ganguly (Age 10)Translation by  Mohona Roy Ganguly (Age 10)    

The children of Ramgarur are forbidden to laugh;  

When someone tells them a joke, they say, “Not now, not now, that is enough!”    
They always hide in fear, in case someone laughs  

They look around the corner, to ensure no laughter far or near. 

They never sleep, they always mutter to themselves, 

“If you laugh, I will smack you on the head”. 

They never go into the forest or near the trees. 

They are afraid of being tickled to laughter by the cold breeze… 

****************** 

All the happy, laughing people of the world, can never feel the melancholy of Ram-
garur.  

The Ramgarur home is full of threats, only despair 

There is no sign of happiness anywhere!! 
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Deep Goswami Deep Goswami Deep Goswami Deep Goswami     

Age 6 Age 6 Age 6 Age 6     
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BluebirdBluebirdBluebirdBluebird    

Shounak Ganguly Shounak Ganguly Shounak Ganguly Shounak Ganguly     

Age 5Age 5Age 5Age 5    
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A strange thing happened today. I peered out my small window, the 
one above my bedside table, and looked down towards the 9:00am rush of 
swarming bodies weaving in and out and between each other. Only they 
looked different, peculiar somehow. Like the old man who always dresses in 
those crinkled, primrose, short sleeve shirts with perky collars and flashy, 
mismatched ties. Today, his baseball cap was gone and I could see his 
bumpy, bald head. A cigarette was perched atop his wrinkled lip (wasn’t it 
leather boy who smoked?) and smoke puffed out the end in grey clouds. The 
smoke took shape of letters which spelled “Miriam and James”. His bumpy 
bald head read in inked letters “Sweet Miri and dear Jamie”. They 
were obviously important people, maybe the Presidents or something. Red 
Hot Lips wasn’t wearing her pretty red lipstick or her black shoes with those 
super-secret red soles either. But Red Hot Lips loved those shoes and even 
turned around and slapped a man when he tried to touch them once. He just 
reached down and put his hand out and SMACK! She started to yell about 
respect and dignity and morals and a whole lot of words which I don’t really 
know the meanings of. Actually, she turns and stares at a lot of boys like she 
hates them often but I could never guess why. Today she was wearing…
Well, I couldn’t tell. She seemed to have a less colorful face and blotchy skin 
like me, which she itched with deep purple nails. Her eyes were yellow, even 
her irises, and they turned red as she rubbed them.  Her shoulder slumped 
the way mom tells me not to and she was clawing at herself though a skin 
colored tight suit. She had a big itch, I guess. Her elbow hit the guy with the 
orange suit and her flip flops stepped on a foot. I’m guessing the foot of 
the man with static blue hair, black eyeliner everywhere and so many rings 
on his body that I lost count because he turned around and shouted really 
loud. So loud I could tell that he was talking about how there’s no room in 
the world, literally, to express yourself or be different. Whatever that 
means. I don’t seem to understand anything that angry people say when 
they’re yelling at others on the streets. Wait, that man… he’s briefcase dude, 
the one who’s constantly yelling into the phone about his clients!  The guy in 
the orange suit wore a blue jumper with stars and swirls on it today. A 
paintbrush stuck out from behind his ear but when he reached for it, his 
hands seemed to be held back. Suddenly his eyes grew wide and he started 
to bite at the misty air around his wrists (which started to fade but just grew 
back in place over and over again). Leather boy was in a pasty mint blue  

The Moment My Eyes StoppedThe Moment My Eyes StoppedThe Moment My Eyes StoppedThe Moment My Eyes Stopped    

By: Toopsie SenBy: Toopsie SenBy: Toopsie SenBy: Toopsie Sen    

Age 15Age 15Age 15Age 15    
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 paper robe today. Don’t tell anyone but we might be in love. He always looks 
up and waves at me when he passes my building.  Well, it’s been a while 
since he actually looked at me but I guess it’s because he thinks I’m a few 
windows down. Funny thing is for the last month, the girl who happens to 
trip me every day always yells down to him and shouts obnoxiously. He al-
ways winks but I know he’s just trying to be nice. But no waving, whooping 
or winking happened today because he was busy pulling a stumbling woman 
with crazy tangled hair, lip gloss (the way I put it on), and two bottles in her 
hands. She was blowing bubbles from one and drinking from another. I 
drank bubble liquid once and it tasted like poison. Maybe her bottle was the 
poison free kind. Leather boy didn’t look too happy with the woman though 
and kept grabbing her wrists whenever she tried to pop the bubbles with her 
nose. The boy was dragging behind him a pole with attached 
bags which looked like the newest juice hat model. Black tubes ran from the 
bag, winding all around the woman’s waist and limbs in a tangled 
mess then around leather boy’s neck. His fingers were jammed between the 
tubes and his neck but I don’t get why he did it – his fingertips were turning 
a white-ish, lavender color, did it hurt?  His cigarette was replaced by a pur-
ple lollipop. I hate purple lollipops but I hate smoking more. The taxi driver 
who always ordered a hot dog from Santa Claus was wearing a sparkling 
green dress with the microphone stuck into her bun. For the first time, her 
eyes had unnatural colors on them, oranges and blacks, and her silver jewel-
ry was gigantic. I need to find the store where she bought her totally awe-
some floating speakerphones soon. Santa Claus was wearing a black helmet 
with daisy stickers all over it. His face was more visible because he got a 
beard cut and the burns there seemed to be both old and fresh. I saw him ac-
cidentally touch the hot stove once and the way he jumped and dunked his 
finger in cool water. His face and arms looked just like his finger did that 
day. There were other odd things along the street which just didn’t seem to 
fit. Like all the graffiti said different things now and the post office was a do-
nut shop. The clothes shop that the pretty girl with the hoop earrings always 
goes into was selling pizza and ice cream and cake too. Speaking of the girl, 
she wasn’t wearing her hoops or her hair in a braid. Today her curls were 
left down and draping onto the floor like the train of the muddy dress 
the woman with a ripped veil and giant ring around her waist (who had just 
passed by) was wearing. The pretty girl’s earrings were dangling sea shells, 
the kind you could probably hear the ocean in, and she held a burning can-
dle in hands. The melting wax slowly expanded, wrapping around her 
palm like a blanket. I watched the tall elderly woman with the pretty bags 
hold an umbrella over torn shoes I’d never seen her wear before as tears the 
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wear before as tears the size of giant marbles slid down her foil dress 
to her knees.  After watching the woman with her eyes glued shut fum-
ble around a bit and the man with a mermaid tail and goggles fruitlessly 
tried to fix his oxygen tank, I blinked. I couldn’t see anything for a couple 
of long, scary moments. Weird, right?  Why wouldn’t my eyes work? I need 
to get them checked soon. Anyway, when I could see again, I swept my gaze 
around the bustling street and suddenly, as if by snap 
of the fingers, everything was normal again.  

This whale watching was an experience for grandma to enjoy with me. 

I was with grandma when we got to the destination on April 28, 2013: a har-
bor near the Aquarium of the Pacific. We were lost for a moment when we 
got there. We asked some people where the harbor was, and they didn’t 
know where it was. Then we spotted the harbor and went. There was a long 
line because this was the end of the migration. After we got on board, it was 
almost crowded, and we found a good spot. By the time we got out of the har-
bor and took a tour around, we began to speed up. Drops of water were 
jumping like lots of herrings when I was up front. 

Then, we began to slow down and saw trash. When we got close to a gray 
whale and her calf, the speaker told us some things about them. We got to 
see the spouting and the fluking the mother and calf made. I learned that 
gray whales eat from the sea floor and have thick baleens to do this. Then 
she came down and answered questions from us and other people. 

We let them pass and sped up again. Next, we stopped at a pod of common 
dolphins in a feeding frenzy with sea lions (I had seen some on a buoy), and 
birds. The speaker told us some differences between baleen whales, like the 
gray whale, and toothed whales, like the common dolphin. Some of these dif-
ferences include teeth differences and social life. 

Afterward, we left the pod of dolphins and headed back to the harbor. We 
stopped by a different buoy and female sea lions.  

 

Whale Watching 

By: Madden Aujieh 

Age 10 
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We learned about the differences between the seal and the sea lion, which 

are both related. We also learned how to tell male and female sea lions 

apart. 

Finally, we went back to the harbor and left the place. This was a good expe-

rience to learn about sea mammals, and it was fun to watch them. 

 

Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha     

Rishi Halder Rishi Halder Rishi Halder Rishi Halder     

Age 8Age 8Age 8Age 8    
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GaneshGaneshGaneshGanesh    

Sagarika KoyalSagarika KoyalSagarika KoyalSagarika Koyal    

Age  17Age  17Age  17Age  17    

“Being able to converse in Bengali, understand, and appreciate the 

rich Bengali culture and tranditions manifested in events like Durga 

Puja and various other pujas, celebrate special occasions like Bhai 

phota, weddings, annoprashon, and of course enjoy tasty Bengali cui-

sine starting from daal – bhat – machher jhol. The ability to read and 

write Bengali script is a plus.”  - BASC Member Ram Sen  
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The Tree of WisdomThe Tree of WisdomThe Tree of WisdomThe Tree of Wisdom    

Tinni Deb Tinni Deb Tinni Deb Tinni Deb     

Age 12Age 12Age 12Age 12    

Life is a river 

You can play in it 

or you can be swept away 

It has times where it’s as smooth as 

silk, 

times where it’s is as bumpy as an old 

dirt road 

It changes course 

going in an entirely different direc-

tion 

meandering around obstacles, 

Paving new paths 

going places it never has before 

unpredictable, everything changes 

falling at a waterfall 

where everything falls and pulls you 

down 

finally settling somewhere calm 

a lake 

a pond 

another river 

Life is a river 

Life is a RiverLife is a RiverLife is a RiverLife is a River    

Eesha ChattopadhyayEesha ChattopadhyayEesha ChattopadhyayEesha Chattopadhyay    

Age 12Age 12Age 12Age 12    
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ChangeChangeChangeChange    

Tanya ChowdhuryTanya ChowdhuryTanya ChowdhuryTanya Chowdhury    

Age 17Age 17Age 17Age 17    

I see you laying there 

And I notice how everything’s 
changed 

One day ago you were teaching me 
about life 

Now I’m waiting on yours 

I pray and think of you 

Because I know you’ll manage to 
stay strong 

But to notice the scarcity of your 

breath 

And the softest smile that you give 

Make my heart quiver with true 
pain 

I’m slowly losing it 

As I see everything slipping away 

But I know you’ll be my rock 

As you stay strong in the face of 
change 

Sunset on the BeachSunset on the BeachSunset on the BeachSunset on the Beach    

Rupsha ChakrabortyRupsha ChakrabortyRupsha ChakrabortyRupsha Chakraborty    

Age 12Age 12Age 12Age 12    
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A Collection of EditorialsA Collection of EditorialsA Collection of EditorialsA Collection of Editorials    
On Behalf of the Ankur Editorial Board 

 

UprootedUprootedUprootedUprooted    
Raima GhoshRaima GhoshRaima GhoshRaima Ghosh    

Age 16Age 16Age 16Age 16    
 

Sometimes while working in the garden, we often remove trees from their 

original environment and re-plant it somewhere new, somewhere alien. The 

tree has been uprooted from its familiar surroundings and now must learn to 

survive in this new place with completely different processes to which it 

must adapt to. This is how I feel sometimes. Uprooted. Born and bred in the 

heart of Calcutta, I was always sure of my identity—Raima Ghosh, annoying 

older sibling, trusty friend, adorable daughter but above all, madly Bengali! 

Suddenly everything shifted and I now find myself living in southern Cali-

fornia, the cacophonous noises of the crowded streets of Kolkata a distant 

memory. White faces have replaced brown ones and melodious Bengali sub-

stituted by practical English. In my alien surroundings, I wonder, “Who am 

I?” Not old enough to be completely Bengali like my parents nor young 

enough to effortlessly ease myself into American life like my brother. I float 

somewhere in between. And then I realize: I’m that unique blend that every 

American born teenager probably is—I’m an American Indian, American 

Bengali. Combining the best of both worlds, we are the new generation of 

Bengal. Just because I moved to a different place, I did not lose my identity. 

I’m still an annoying older sibling, a trusty friend, an adorable daughter. 

But importantly I’m still madly Bengali only now with a touch of American 

to liven up the amalgam of experiences that makes the unique me. It is a 

new side of my multi-dimensional identity; it is an outgrowth of my person-

ality! And like the uprooted tree that thrives in its new home, stretching its 

branches to absorb the life-giving rays of the sun and digging its roots deep 

into the soil, I too spread my wings to make the most of the adventure that 

is life and dig deep into the soil to preserve the roots that links me to my 

heritage.   
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Blurred LinesBlurred LinesBlurred LinesBlurred Lines    
Sohini HalderSohini HalderSohini HalderSohini Halder    

Age 14Age 14Age 14Age 14    
    

Even though I was born and raised in California, I have never quite thought of my-
self as an American. I have lived 20 miles from the Pacific Ocean at any given time 
in my life, and burgers and fries are often the dinner at my house. On my birth cer-
tificate, it states I am an American citizen, and yet, I have always seen myself as an 
Indian. 

It is an interesting position that I am in. From the outside, I look like the typical 
American teenage girl. The long and unbraided hair, the tank tops with nonsense 
written all over them, the shorts that would make some swami-jis faint. I look like 
every other American girl in this nation (though I am considerably darker). Howev-
er, this surface layer is only what my US lifestyle has made me. If you dig deep, you 
will see that roots and rich heritage of India have been passed down. 

From the time I was an infant, my parents spoke to me in Bengali. I attended pujas 
and ceremonies from an early age, and when I was seven, I joined Pathsala. My 
summer trips to India would be looked forward to months before the trip was even 
finalized, and at school, I would always gravitate towards my fellow “Desi” class-
mates, hoping to strike up a conversation.  

 My culture was, and still is, a big part of who I am.  

Despite this, it is not easy being an Indian kid living in the US. We are quickly la-
beled as the “geeks” and “nerds” of our class. The pressure to be perfect consumes 
us, and to be quite honest, we make easy targets. Often times, the questions we are 
asked about our culture shake our faith in our heritage. We start to doubt the 
“traditional Indian way”, and abandon it for the American customs. Sometimes, the 
big US melting pot threatens to strip away the diversity our families have brought 
to this country, and all we want to do is to fit in. I know in my heart that every child 
who has grown up here has experienced this in some way. If it were not for these 
priceless experiences like Pathsala and Durga Puja, our Indian heritage would be 
lost completely. 

My generation is Generation Bengal. We are the ones who eat samosas and Doritos 
together as a snack. We are the ones who wear Kurtis and jeans to school, hoping to 
start a new trend. We are the ones who can switch from singing Rabindrasangeet to 
Lady Gaga in a heartbeat. We are the silent and studious by daytime, and wild par-
ty animals by night. Me personally, I have two sides to myself. Sometimes, it is hard 
to distinguish between the Indian, the American, and me, and the lines are often 
blurred. 

But if you ask me, it’s pretty great that way.      
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What Being Bengali Means to Me What Being Bengali Means to Me What Being Bengali Means to Me What Being Bengali Means to Me     
Aurnov ChattopadhyayAurnov ChattopadhyayAurnov ChattopadhyayAurnov Chattopadhyay    

Age 14Age 14Age 14Age 14    
    

Being Bengali is embedded into my personality. It is an irreplaceable part of my 
heritage that helps define me as a person. Born and brought up in the United 
States, I admire my Indian roots, yet find myself fixed into the American culture 
that I have been immersed in for all my life. The Bengali culture is indescribable 
with words because of its richness. It differs in its level of intimacy with each per-
son, yet ties us altogether under the same roots. Each Bengali has their own iden-
tity in their interests, ideals, and lifestyles; yet each Bengali shares a connection 
that is deeper than friendship. Bengali culture promotes a level of higher thinking 
and arts that few cultures come close to emulating.  

Bengali cuisine is a part of Bengali culture that I enjoy every day. One of my favor-
ites is “Elish Macher Bhapa” which consists of the truly exquisite taste of fresh 
Elish from the Ganges drizzled with mustard sauce which balances notes of aro-
matic bitterness with a wasabi like spiciness. We are famous for our wide variety 
of sweets ranging from Shandesh to Pantua to Roshogolla and last but not the 
least Khejur Gurer Payesh, each one a different type of delicious sweet. Unfortu-
nately, our sweets are so irresistible that they have promoted diabetes. Daal, 
Posto, Mangsher Johl, and Rice are all every day foods that we have grown to enjoy 
mainly because of the effort taken by moms of our community to cook them.  

Both Bengali Arts and Culture, come together in Durga Puja which is the festival 

of the entire year for most Bengalis. This three daylong celebration unites Bengalis 

dispersed all around Southern California to the same area. We share our beliefs, 

prayers, and hopes in this meaningful festival. It is an enjoyable experience for 

everyone, and rarely will you find a Bengali alone without any friends. As a mem-

ber of Ankur editorial board, I am honored to help work with my wonderful friends 

and helpful Uncles and Aunties. It has taught me about the wide variety of talents 

that each member shares and the true importance of my heritage.  

  

  

  

  

   

 

“Being Bengali is being part of a rich culture 

which has a remarkable history, literature, and scientific 

ideas”  – Debasis Ganguli  
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 Bengali CuisineBengali CuisineBengali CuisineBengali Cuisine    
Roop GuptaRoop GuptaRoop GuptaRoop Gupta    
Age 12Age 12Age 12Age 12    

    
Bengali food is different. Bengali people usually eat authentic Indian food, but af-
ter most of us moved here to America, we had to adapt from Elish Mach and Laal 
Pathar Mangsher Jhol to soup, salad, and burgers. Many of us kids enjoy pizza, 
pasta, double-doubles from In-N-Out , and big juicy steaks, but our parents would 
any day choose bhat and posto over the American food they get. Bengali food is a 
representation of our culture in its diversity. It is one of the few parts we have left 
of India that we could “bring with us”. Each bite of our Bengali delicacies brings us 
back to our nostalgic memories of India and reminds us of our roots. Even though 
us as kids who have grown up in a California lifestyle eating different types of 
food, we will always have a different love for Bengali food.            

“Being Bengali means the embodiment of a rich cultural 

past. But Bengalis should not reside in that glorious past alone. It 

is time to continue to a powerful future” – Rupsi Burman 

 “Being Bengali means rich culture, good food, and a friendly com-

munity to be with.” – Payel Sasmal 

 

“This is my first language which I started to speak 

and learn from my parents. I feel more comfortable sharing 

my ideas to others using Bengali language than any others. 

This is my root and I will never forget it.” – Bidyut Dey 
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Building My Own ComputerBuilding My Own ComputerBuilding My Own ComputerBuilding My Own Computer    

Rajan Paul Rajan Paul Rajan Paul Rajan Paul     

Age 15Age 15Age 15Age 15    

After about 2 months of research and persuasion, I finally convinced my parents to allow me to 

build my own desktop computer during the summer of 2013. Whether I am watching a Blu-ray 

movie, playing a video game, or programming, my new computer has become one of my great-

est resources not only for information, but also for entertainment.    

It was the first time while building my computer that I had ever dealt with the hardware aspect 

of computer system; it was a great educational experience. It gives me a deep sense of satisfac-

tion every single day when I press the power button on my tower and watch it light up the 

cool LED’s, knowing that I connected all the wires inside my computer to make it work. Build-

ing my own PC allowed me finally to solve the mystery to the black box that sits under my 

desk.     

There are many advantages to building our own computer, the foremost one being the hands-on 

educational experience. By building a custom computer, one is able to combine components 

and operating system to provide maximum performance for the user’s needs. One can even 

build a Macintosh, if one prefers Apple’s operating system, without paying an absurd amount 

for a computer that is not that great. Another advantage of building a computer is that most of 

the time, one can save a good amount of money by buying separate parts instead of paying for a 

prebuilt system.   I had to do quite a bit of research before building my computer, because I had 

almost no idea what type of parts I would need, or how to put things together. I ended up using 

a website called PC Part Picker, which automatically checks the compatibility of different parts 

as well as compares the different online prices. Checking the compatibility of different parts is 

one of the most critical steps in building our own computer, and PC Part Picker made it so 

much easier. I also used Newegg’s “How to Build A Computer” video tutorials, which were the 

best video tutorials I found online. Just by watching them, I was able to assemble my whole 

computer system in seven hours.    

 This has been one of the best projects I have ever completed, and I am glad I was able to con-

vince my parents to buy me the parts. I learned so much. Because we live in an age where eve-

ryone uses computers and electronics, learning about how these things work is an invaluable 

experience. I came out of this project with more knowledge than I had before which, was my 

goal. I will never forget building my first computer, and I cannot wait to upgrade it!   
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Specifics: 
Intel i7-4770k Processor 

Msi Z87-G43 Motherboard 
Asus Geforce GTX 650 Video Card 

Seagate 1 TB Hard Drive 
Antec 620-watt Power Supply Unit 

Kingston 8 GB RAM 
Antec 900 Case 

Roma’s PriortiesRoma’s PriortiesRoma’s PriortiesRoma’s Priorties    

Roma Burman Roma Burman Roma Burman Roma Burman     

Age 7Age 7Age 7Age 7    
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This summer was a life-changing experience for my sister and I; we went to 

England for our aunt's wedding. We weren’t sure what to expect but when we 

got there everyone was so friendly and made us feel like we were family. We 

had tons of adventures such as walking around Trafalgar Square and walking 

down Portobello Market, but the most memorable memory to me was the Indi-

an wedding. It was interesting to watch how everything came together. After 

the ceremony I got to hide the shoes, I got chased by one of the grooms’ cousins 

but she couldn’t catch me. Also we got to experience some Scottish traditions 

such as the céilidh, a Gaelic traditional dance with folk music, it was different 

and fun. Even though I missed my family at home, I didn’t want to leave Eng-

land. We had family I never knew about and probably wouldn’t know who they 

were and never have met them. This experience over summer had helped me 

realize that family is really important no matter what. I am so glad I had got-

ten the opportunity to go to England this summer.  

My Summer Trip to England 

Sujata Chowdhury  

Age 13 
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Mysterious Word GameMysterious Word GameMysterious Word GameMysterious Word Game    

Ayush Sen Ayush Sen Ayush Sen Ayush Sen     

Age 10Age 10Age 10Age 10    

It is neither moist nor dry but still has a feeling. 

You may not catch on, but here’s a clue – it’s something you can add on. 

It can twist your tongue better than I have sung. 

You may need to think but your mind won’t sink. 

Though this is all nonsense I still won’t rest because to this game I must add some 

zest. 

So you still need to trust me but if not, let’s just say you must. 

Everything I say might be a lie, but still we are at a major tie. 

Please stay with me a little longer because it is only September, I still have you 

until December. 

I forgot to tell you why we are playing this game, this game of brains and tremen-

dous fame. 

What I’m describing you must guess, your vast mind must be a mess. 

All these twists and turns, your head crazily churns. 

This game really isn’t just, so you can call it a bust. 

Don’t be so dumb, come and be a chum. 

I think those are all my words, but my writing is like a bird’s. 

So all I will say is that the word I’m thinking of is…”Rhyming”! 
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A Spring Day in California 

Abiral Ganguly 

Age 12 

With the splendor of Spring, Califor-
nia beams with joy, 

The scents of jasmine, sagebrush, 
lavender are not coy; 

Dotted butterflies sail to an ocean of 
blooms without rest, 

April showers wash green hilly 
slopes, looking their best; 

Fleeting clouds flakes play and hide 
seek with new zest, 

Fresh sun-beams never more tired of 
hiding in its nest; 

The crispy wind hurries the oak 
leaves to whisper with love, 

Eagles soar through sparkling blue 
sky – far above; 

Orange and lemon groves come alive 
– like never before, 

Lovely blossom of an incredible man-
go tree, next to the yard’s door; 

The air fresh as a lily, a creek’s mel-
ody fills bees to the brink, 

Rows of fragrant rose bushes – daz-
zle in shades of red and pink; 

Lilacs, light purple lavenders laze 
around in many a patch, 

Grasshoppers shop even where 
grapevines nap and hatch. 

Any Spring sweeter than what Cali-
fornia can bring? 

No better place for the heart to re-
fresh and happily ring. 

Diary of a Wimpy KidDiary of a Wimpy KidDiary of a Wimpy KidDiary of a Wimpy Kid    

Arko TribediArko TribediArko TribediArko Tribedi    

Age 8Age 8Age 8Age 8    
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i  am not afraid of  

Mimi Halder 

Age 14 

i am not afraid of dying, 

it takes only my breath. 

i live on and on and always 

even in my death 

 

who will lose the sight of me? 

and forget this Somebody, oh? 

i walk this earth, and with two feet 

make my mark upon this world. 

 

i face my fears 

for that is life. 

but is dying one of them? 

i live my days 

and sleep my nights, 

wondering what will happen then. 

 

 

will my photos still plaster the wall? 

or will they be just empty frames? 

will my voice still fill the halls? 

or will you forget my childish games? 

will I be nothing more than a ghost? 

a past that is forgotten at the most? 

 

will my passing be my end? 

will my passing be my end? 

 

there are those afraid of life, 

and living to their last breath 

but no, 

 

i am not afraid of dying. 

 

i only fear my Death. 
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As teenagers, we are constantly subject to external pressure. Attacks of the outside 

world vary from ridiculous parental expectations, project deadlines, peer influ-

ence, and so much more. Once in a while, this constant push morphs into some-

thing internal, and we begin expecting an exorbitant amount from ourselves. Un-

fortunately, I have fallen into this trap, represented by the rocks “burdening” the 

house. Not only am I constantly exerting myself to an unreasonable extent, but I 

fail to see the fruits of this labor. I am extremely self-critical, and only seem to no-

tice my mistakes and flaws. While others see me only through my strengths, my 

mirror is tinted in such a way that only my weaknesses are highlighted. More of-

ten than not, due to my “hazy” vision (self judgement), I notice cracks and crum-

bles that are not even there! The previous two traits make me seem like a terribly 

depressed person, but I am actually quite the opposite! I love to smile, laugh, and 

make friends - my motto is “life should be like a birthday present - exciting and 

full of possibility” This is exemplified by my brightly colored house, with beams 

of sunlight cascading down the roof. I admit, I do have a temper, but I never blow 

steam. The anger and smoke stay trapped inside, invisible to the outside world. 

When I first meet someone I am quite open, but as they get to know me bet-

ter and better, ascending the stairs, there are more locked doors and closed win-

dows. My “top floor” is boarded shut because it holds my most intimate thoughts 

and emotions, and no one, and I mean NO ONE is allowed entrance (at times, not 

even me). When people see me from afar, they get a false perception of a shy, in-

secure person, fenced into her own little world. But in reality, that fence belongs 

to someone else, on another hill, because my front doors are always open to com-

pany, both familiar and new. I have never had a one-track mind, and this has its 

pros and cons. On one hand, I have a hard time concentrating on a single subject, 

because I tend to have one foot in “fall” and the other in “winter”. However, this 

means I am a great multi-tasker, and believe I am capable of excelling at as many 

things as I want. For this reason, I am unsure of what the future has in store for 

me. I fantasize of traveling the world, soaking in all the knowledge and culture 

this little corner of the universe has to over. There is no doubt in my mind that I 

am going places, whether it be on a hot-air balloon, private jet, or paper airplane. I 

plan on living life to the fullest. I don’t want to be that kind of person…so afraid 

of making a wave that I never swim at all. 

My Internal Perception 

Titas Chakraborty 

Age 15 
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My Birthday VacationMy Birthday VacationMy Birthday VacationMy Birthday Vacation    

Alyssa BoyseroyAlyssa BoyseroyAlyssa BoyseroyAlyssa Boyseroy    

Age 12Age 12Age 12Age 12    

For my 11th birthday, my grandma flew me to San Francisco to see my 
aunt. 

We went to all kinds of places, like the Golden Gate Bridge. My favorite 
place to visit was the zoo campout. We made a stop along the way when we 
were driving to the campsite at the “Old Faithful” of California, which was a 
geyser. The hot water shot up like a rocket approximately every fifteen 
minutes. I learned that we were standing on the buried mouth of an old vol-
cano! Next to the Californian “Old Faithful” was a small, odd petting zoo. It 
had Texas fainting goats, cows, a llama, and even an ostrich! My aunt paid 
for a handful of goat food, and we went over to the pen with the “fainting” 
goats. There was a medium sized one, at least seven “toddler” goats, and one 
big, giant bully of a goat. Whenever I tried to feed the little ones, he would 
step back, paw the ground, then ram into the baby goats at full speed, 
knocking them out like bowling pins. Then the big bully would put on his in-
nocent face, and open his mouth for some food! I never gave it to him. Soon, 
it was time to go, so we hopped in the car, and continued driving. 

After a while we reached a winery. We got to taste the grapes, and they were 
super sweet (not to mention sticky)! Then, after my aunt, my grandma, and I 
all got in the car, and after an hour of driving, we finally reached our desti-
nation: a zoo (an animal breeding ground – “Safari Park of West”) 

We wandered around for a little bit. Then we decided to go to our tent. Our 
so called “tent” turned out to be a small cabin with a canvas roof. After we 
settled in and tightly bundled ourselves up (it was a very cold night), we 
headed off for dinner. After we came back, we readied ourselves for sleep 
and tucked ourselves into our heated beds. My grandma tucked herself into 
the bed under FIVE blankets. Grandmother’s quote of wisdom, “DON’T go 
into the bathroom! You’ll freeze and catch pneumonia!!!!!!” She wouldn’t 
even go into the bathroom to go potty without at least two pants and four 
long-sleeves. The bathroom, even though it only had a net for a ceiling, actu-
ally wasn’t that cold. I was perfectly fine! We all slept well, and next morn-
ing, we all woke up, changed, and headed out for some zoo breakfast. 
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After we ate, we joined up with some other groups and took a tour of 

walking part of the zoo. There were lemurs, ostriches, at least 50 kinds 

of birds, cheetahs, leopards, chimpanzees, and tons of other different 

animals. Then, we (and the other groups) all hopped onto a mini-version 

of a double decker bus, specially designed for giraffes to be able to reach 

out and nose your hand. We all saw Canadian snow geese, giraffes, 

warthogs, rhinoceroses, bulls, alligators, zebras, and more than 20 more 

species. I took many pictures of all of them. After the ride, my aunt, 

grandma, and I packed up, headed tothe car, and drove back to San 

Francisco.  

“ To me being bengali means rich heritage, very liberal 

thinking and respectful to other culture. “ - Koushik Sas-

mal  
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Ganesh Ganesh Ganesh Ganesh     

Anya Pramanick Anya Pramanick Anya Pramanick Anya Pramanick     

Age 6 Age 6 Age 6 Age 6     

Ma Durga Ma Durga Ma Durga Ma Durga     

Ankita Guha Ankita Guha Ankita Guha Ankita Guha     

Age 11Age 11Age 11Age 11    
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The Bad SwapThe Bad SwapThe Bad SwapThe Bad Swap    

Shounok Ghosh Shounok Ghosh Shounok Ghosh Shounok Ghosh     

Age 11Age 11Age 11Age 11    

 On a gloomy Tuesday morning, I woke up to the sound of the phone 
ringing. It was my friend Jason on the phone. 
 Jason said, “I got a pet dog!” 
 I said, “You are so lucky! My mom won’t let me get a dog even 
though I really want one. She says it is too expensive.” 
 “Well, I got one this morning.” 
 “Come over to my house, and I will trade you something for the 
dog,” I replied. 
 I was at the door waiting for to come for five minutes, but when he 
did come, we went up to my room. I showed him many things I would 
swap him for his dog, such as action figures, old movies, baseball cards, 
and puzzles I’ve done a million times. 
 “I don’t like any of these things. I want something I like,” said Ja-
son. We went downstairs and started looking for things to trade. Then, 
my cat ran up to me. It was time to feed him. 
 Jason said, “I’ll trade you my dog for your cat.” 
 “That would be great,” I replied. 
 He gave me the dog for the cat. It thought it was a fair swap. When 
my came home, the first thing she did was to go feed the cat. 
 She asked, “Where is the cat, and why is there a dog in its place?” 
 “I traded it to Jason for a dog,” I said. 
 “You know that cat is your brother who just temporarily turned in-
to a cat.” 
 “Oh yeah, I forgot.” 
 “The only reason he is a cat is because the evil witch turned him in-
to one,” my mom said. 
 “It’s kind of funny that that happened,” I replied. 
 “Go get him back!!!!!!!!” 
 Luckily, Jason’s house was only a few houses away. I knocked on 
the door and Jason came out. 
 He said, “What happened?” 
 I said, “I want my cat back.” 
 “I would give him to you if I still had him,” he said. 
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 “What do you mean?” I asked. 
 “I gave the cat to Jimmy for a ticket to a baseball game.” 
 “Where does Jimmy live?” 
 “On the other side of this complex, house number 307.” 
 I started walking towards Jimmy’s house. It took ten minutes to get 
there because we live in a big complex. When I got to Jimmy’s house, I saw 
him through the window. I knocked on the front door and his mom came out. 
 I said, “May I please speak to Jimmy?” Jimmy’s mom called for Jim-
my. 
 He said, “What do you want?” 
 “I want my cat back. I have your ticket to the dodger’s game.” 
 “No, I can’t give it to you because I traded him away for a signed base-
ball.” 
    ““““Who did you trade it with?” I asked. He told me he traded it with Ja-
mie. “OK, I’ll go to Jamie’s house. Give me the signed baseball.” 
 “Sure, here it is.” 
 I started to walk to Jamie’s house, but I knew I had to walk 5 miles. I 
wished I had a companion. I decided to start running, so I would get there 
faster. Once I got tired, I noticed I was almost at Jamie’s house. I knew I 
would be there in a few minutes. Once I got there, I slowly knocked on the 
door. Jamie answered the door, and said, “Are you here for your cat?” 
 “Yes I am.” 
 “Well, I don’t have it. I traded it to Jackson for a new baseball bat and 
glove.” 
 I knew Jason’s house was 10 miles Jamie’s house. I set out right away 
because I had a long walk ahead of me. Since I ran there most of the way, I 
got there in an hour. When I saw Jackson’s house, I was relieved. I knocked 
on the door, and Jackson came out. 
 I said, “Do you have my cat?” 
 Jackson asked, “Yes, do you have my baseball bat and glove?” 
 “Yes I do,” I replied. 
 I went into the house to get the cat and gave Jackson his baseball bat 

and glove. I noticed the cat had turned back into my brother. I thought now I 

will have a companion on the way home. I took my brother and thought 

about the 17 mile walk back to my house. I was tired, so I decided not to run. 

By the time we got home, it was dinnertime and I skipped lunch. My mom 

was so happy to see my brother and me. I ate a boatload for dinner and my 

mom made me promise I wouldn’t trade my brother ever again. I promised, 

but I didn’t say I wouldn’t trade anything else.    
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    Going to DisneylandGoing to DisneylandGoing to DisneylandGoing to Disneyland    

Anika BoseroyAnika BoseroyAnika BoseroyAnika Boseroy    

Age  6Age  6Age  6Age  6    

I went to Disneyland. I went on lots of rides. I also got cotton candy. We 
watched the second parade. My favorite was Rapunzel. My favorite ride was 
the roller coaster in Toon Town. My gramma’s hand felt just like mom’s. My 
gramma took lots and lots of pictures and videos. We saw all the princesses 
except one. We saw one prince there. I thought it was a lot of fun. The rides 
were fun. I got to play on gramma’s phone. 

I woke up early in the morning. I did everything fast. Then we went. It was 
a long drive. We went on many fun rides. The first ride was a jungle cruise. 
We saw wild animals there – like a sleeping zebra, the tigers were taking 
care of him/her. 

Then we went to Tikki Room. We saw lots of birds there. Then we got the 
cotton candy. It was big and puffy. After that we went on the train. We went 
to Toon Town. Then we got back where we started and went to Tomorrow 
Land. I rode the roller coaster twice in one day. I rode a real car. I rode a 
space ship. I took Star Tours. It is a flying adventure. I got Huey Dewey, and 
Louie as jawas in front of Star Tours. Last, we got food and water, got in the 
car, and drove home. I fell fast asleep. 

Thank you, Momima! 
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                AirportAirportAirportAirport    

Shreya Chattopadhyay Shreya Chattopadhyay Shreya Chattopadhyay Shreya Chattopadhyay     

Age 15Age 15Age 15Age 15    

You step off the plane, onto the first stair down, and take your first breath of 
Indian air in a year. The passengers surrounding you are pushing past, al-
ways in a hurry. The sun is just beginning her journey, her head peeping 
from behind the horizon. Looking past the airport, you see little movement-
none of the hustle and bustle that is so characteristic of Kolkata’s streets. 
You see the last of the night watchmen, in their stiff brown uniforms. You 
see the early risers hanging clothes of blue, red, yellow on their roofs to dry. 
You see the lone luggage cart on the runway, positioning itself for incoming 
landings. The other passengers are descending the stairs as fast as possible, 
children and luggage in tow. The sun frees herself from the horizon just a 
little more, painting the sky. You walk down the steep stairs and across the 
sprawling runway, stopping just before the black automated doors. From 
there, you catch a glimpse of the white-pink walls and tiger tapestry just be-
yond you. You sigh, comforted in the knowledge that nothing has changed. 

----------- 

I am six years old, sitting in the arrivals lobby of Kolkata International Air-
port. I am staring. The tiger on the wall shimmers in light and shadow. It is 
white, cloud-like. The plaque under it reads Royal Bengal Tiger. Royal fits it 
perfectly. It fills up the wall, the room. It demands my attention. Its sur-
roundings are dimmed in comparison-the blue and green dyes of mildewed 
grass. The faint browns of tree trunks. The pinks and reds and oranges of 
fabric flowers. The tiger eclipses them all, pure black and white with yellow 
eyes. Shoulders clenched, legs bent. Eyes staring intently ahead. The tiger 
kind of blows my mind-A collection of dyes and threads, it is fuller of move-
ment than the flesh-and-bone people drifting in the periphery of my eyes. I, 
a flesh and bone person myself, am stationary-completely still. The tiger is 
about to pounce. 

“Come Shreya, we have to go.” 

----------- 

A list of people found at luggage carousel number 2: 

* The Indian Businessman, ostentatiously tapping away on his blackberry. 
An air of importance. 

* The British cricket team. Blond, talkative boys of about fourteen. Curious. 

* The Tourist. American, with a black Nikon D500 camera and a satchel. 
Hungry eyes. 

* The Elderly Couple. The woman in a gray sari and a red sweater. The man 
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• The Family. Father, unshaven, positioning himself closest to the carou-
sel. Mother, bags under her eyes. Sister and brother, snoring on the lug-
gage trolley. I, standing with my father, wishing I was snoring, too. 

-----------  

The smell of the airport is often described as musty. Musty, though, is an imper-

fect word. How can you describe the multitude, the many, as one? The remnants 

of incense floating from some corner office, where someone is praying. The air 

itself, a contradiction, clean sky with dust. The faint tobacco scent from the 

breaths of many a porter. The smell of old things, from the tapestries on the wall. 

Cleaning agents. Vanilla candles. 

You are here, Shreya. Welcome back. 

----------- 

AN IMPORTANT FACTOR TO CONSIDER: 

I have been to Kolkata International Airport fourteen times. In summer and winter

- in unimaginable, inescapable heat, and just regular heat. In many moods-feet 

dragging moods and noticing moods and wow-I-can’t-wait moods and why-am-I-

here moods. As a six year old with pigtails and buckteeth. As a twelve year old 

with ear buds in both ears and an irritable disposition. We have watched each oth-

er over time, the airport and I. 

ANOTHER IMPORTANT FACTOR TO CONSIDER: 

As time has passed, I have changed (drastically). The airport has not. 

---------- 

“Aye lok ta ackdomi gadha.” This man is a total idiot.-I catch a phrase of my fa-

ther’s mutterings. Startled, a chuckle wells up in the back of my ten-year-old 

throat. It is all my two-in-the-morning brain can do to repress the laugh. I end up 

sputtering, my coughs filling up the room-the only sounds other than footsteps. 

Eyes turn to me. Some with concern, some irritation. Some simply curious. 

The man at the desk turns to my father, handing him back an array of papers. He 

has been inspecting them for half an hour. He’s been stroking his voluminous 

mustache for half an hour, too. 
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“All is in order, sir.” 

My father nods. My mother’s eyes fleetingly roll to the ceiling, then back again. 
They are united in their impatience. The chuckle escapes me, and a blast of air 
spurts out from the vent. The airport is laughing, too. 

----------- 

I will walk through the well-known black double doors again, and I will sigh at 

the white-pink walls. I will walk past the tiger several times. I will probably stop 

to stare. I will notice new people at the luggage carousel, and I will, without a 

doubt, walk into a few. I will smell something-a candle, an old painting, a ciga-

rette- in a completely random place, and it will remind me of there. My hair will 

look different the next time the airport sees me- my attitude probably will too. I 

will laugh at the customs man’s ridiculous mustache, and at an insult my dad will 

mutter under his breath. I will watch another Indian sunrise from the runway. I 

will be taller (hopefully), and better at noticing things (another hopefully). 

The airplanes will take-off and land. The streets of Kolkata will resume their bus-
tling. The taxis will honk, the babies will cry. Time will pass. The airport will 
stand there, still. 

 

Déjà vu  
Sashwato GanguliSashwato GanguliSashwato GanguliSashwato Ganguli    

        Age: 12Age: 12Age: 12Age: 12 
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Kolkata PujaKolkata PujaKolkata PujaKolkata Puja    

Rishav GhoshRishav GhoshRishav GhoshRishav Ghosh    

Age  11Age  11Age  11Age  11    

Kolkata is home to a lot of pujas . Puja’s take place at home and at clubs. 
These puja’s have a lot of different themes, a lot of different things to say. In 
Kolkata the puja’s are decorated with a lot of light’s and many different 
kinds of pandals-- the place where the goddess idols reside for the few days 
of the pujas . In old Calcutta these different kinds of themes aren't used. In 
those olden days there were not many lights. But time have changed since 
then. 

The way we spent Durga Puja is by going to different pandal’s. North, 
South, East, West and Central Kolkata. We see some of the most famous 
idols everyday of the puja. Usually there are a huge queues for watching 
these amazing idols. On Ashthami, we eat outside in restaurants. During 
Puja we eat a lot of stuff while watching idols. The highest we ever saw was 
around 200 idols in Kolkata. 

In America though, Durga puja is completely different. Here the puja’s are 
at the end of the week because of school & office. In Kolkata we would be 
having enjoying a long vacation during the pujas. Here puja starts on Thurs-
day or Friday. It ends usually on Sundays. Here, puja’s are in mandirs and 
committees. During the evening these pujas have different cultural pro-
grams. Different types of music and drama are performed to entertain peo-
ple. Speaking of dramas this time I will also participate in one of the BASC 
dramas. This year’s drama is called Dugga Elen Los Angeles. I think the 
drama is going be fun and exciting. I hope it will be a good drama and every-
one enjoys it as much as I am performing it. 

But above all I miss Kolkata’s puja very much and sometimes I feel like re-

turning to Kolkata to see my friends and watch the vibrant pujas of Kolkata. 

So this year’s puja is going be a bit different for me but I'm sure it will be as 

good as if not better than Kolkata's puja! 
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Kolkata Puja 2011 

Gaurav Karande 

Age 6 
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